Metadata Call 2018-09-25

Time: 3:00pm-4:00pm Eastern

Call-In Info: +1 (641) 715 3660, access code 651025

Moderator: Julie Hardesty

Notetaker: Anna Goslen

Community Notes: https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Bz_f8eQr_F6-cJKQitm0HJ7wLZMDqfKvL1mY3w3XZ8/edit?usp=sharing

Agenda:

- **Attendees**
  - Jennifer Young (Northwestern University)
  - Julie Hardesty (Indiana University)
  - Irene E Taylor (Washington University)
  - Ryan Wick (Oregon State University)
  - Greg Reser (UC San Diego)
  - Ryan E. Johnson (UC San Diego)
  - Nora Egloff (Lafayette College)
  - Anna Goslen (UNC Chapel Hill)
  - Sarah Seymore (University of Oregon)
  - Julia Simic (University of Oregon)

- **Subgroup Reports**
  - URI Selection WG
    - predicate hosting options and questions - https://groups.google.com/d/msg/samvera-metadata/dLUN-50qA0I/4Pw670NeAgAJ
    - No other updates from the group. There is a ticket to look into hosting options. Refresh that issue to send out to Power Steering?
    - Power Steering ticket: https://github.com/samvera-labs/power-steering/issues/98
    - Add Predicate Decision Tree to Samvera Community Knowledge Base? Developer ticket: https://github.com/samvera/samvera.github.io/issues/71
    - Questions for Steering Group
      - What domain to use
  - MODS to RDF WG
    - Working on Samvera Connect presentation (Eben English, Emily Porter). See if there is any additional feedback, questions.
  - Geo Predicates WG

- **Issues/Questions**
  - Roadmap Council update - Jennifer Young
    - Still looking for technical person or 2 to be on council so likely nothing until after samvera connect

- **Topics**
  - Hyrax Descriptive Metadata review/documentation
    - Hyrax MAP in Samvera Community Knowledge Base
      - Pull request - https://github.com/samvera/samvera.github.io/pull/346
      - Goal is to have in knowledge base by Samvera Connect
  - Noted issues
    - Remap keyword to schema:keywords https://github.com/samvera/hyrax/issues/1505
    - Remap license to schema:license https://github.com/samvera/hyrax/issues/3293
    - Add rights note field https://github.com/samvera/hyrax/issues/3294
    - Add access rights field https://github.com/samvera/hyrax/issues/3295
    - Add abstract field https://github.com/samvera/hyrax/issues/3297
    - Change default label for description to “Description” https://github.com/samvera/hyrax/issues/3296
    - Remove requirement to use keyword https://github.com/samvera/hyrax/issues/3298
    - Limit dc:title to only occur once https://github.com/samvera/hyrax/issues/3299
    - Please add in comments or thoughts if you have any.
  - Fedora 5 documentation project
    - Gather documentation on metadata recommendations and content model examples
    - Recommendations that SMIG has produced on technical metadata, rights metadata, MODS to RDF, etc. Link from this page.
    - Examples of ways to model content in Fedora 5. Ways that people are modeling content in Fedora 4 will be applicable. If you have an example that you think would be good to share, please pass it along.
  - Samvera Connect updates
    - Do working groups and interest groups have meeting times scheduled?
    - Nurax demo - scheduling
      - Reached out to DCE. SMIG could also work on a demo of metadata-related portions on our own. Will update on getting that scheduled at next SMIG in October.
  - Next regular meeting Tuesday, October 23, 3pm Eastern